OUR PIZZAS
Cuore
Italiano
Woodfire
stone backed

Hand
made

Natural
leavening

The Company
Nuova Food Italia S.r.l. is a private held Company
founded in 1993 with head office and production in
Prato – Tuscany.
The Company currently is composed of over 100
employees, has a production of 24 million pizzas a
year.

The Production
In the modern industrial plant of 7,800 square meters
are produced daily bases for pizzas and frozen pizza,
snacks and sandwiches which are then sold in Italy and
abroad with their own or private brands, also enjoying
the precious plus derived from the traditional method of
cooking in wood-burning oven, which gives to the
products the typical organoleptic characteristics of true
handicraft Pizza.
We produce both Pizzas in box for the retail market with
all sizes and toppings, and in big sizes packaging for the
food service market.
In addition to pizzas, part of our assortment are also
the "snacks" products, such as small pizzas, Calzoncelli, Calzoni, stuffed Focaccia, pizzas walking, Barchette
(boat-shaped stuffed pizzas), and empty products to be
filled, always in pizza dough, such as Panpizza Pizzicotto, Mezzaluna and Portafoglio.
Always for both markets Foodservice and Retail, we produce
also a wide range of frozen Sandwiches and our Focaccia
Toscana with Olive Oil and salt, typical of our area.

The local Materials
The use of local raw materials is almost exclusively,
often purchased from local companies, give to our
products the typical Italian taste.
The ingredients are in fact different from those used by
our competitors. For example, flours mainly comes from

Tuscany mills and all this ensures continuity in our
products compared to the ones of our competitors that
purchasing the raw material on a large scale, are often
found to suffer the differences caused by the changes of
quality typical of international markets .
We manufacture a standard line just for a part of our
Retail customers that buy our brand and for the Foodservice market. For the bigger part of our customers the
range of products is personalized according to the
demand of each individual.

The Craftsmanship
The range has been developed following procedures are
unique in their field, combining the craftsmanship of the
products to the industrial process, with the result of
obtaining high-quality products with a unique look but on
a large scale and this has allowed the company to become
a point of reference for all those customers who require
unique and original products to be included in their
markets .
Even if the products meet the standards of the customers, keep an "handmade" aspect, which makes them
unique when compared with those of the competitors .
This allows our customers to differentiate their range on
the market with a unique aspect, with understandable and
significant benefits in terms of increased levels of margin
obtainable from sales.

Certifications
The entire production of Food Italia is
guaranteed and certified in every singular
production phase and for all the raw
materials used: all strict testing and
inspection ensure that the products can
achieve the highest standards of safety.

The certifications
obtained are:
• BRC (Grade A)
• IFS (higher level)
• SA 8000
• FDA 2019
• IT BIO 006 B3760

All our pizzas
can be produced with a diameter
from 18 cm. to 30 cm

Pizza Margherita
Mozzarella, tomato sauce

g 300

Margherita
Double mozzarella cheese

g 740

Capricciosa Pizza
Mushrooms, olives, artichokes, ham
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g 370

All our pizzas
can be packed in box or film
with multi languages labels
Pepperoni Pizza
Cheese, tomato sauce, spicy salami

g 380

Ham and mushrooms Pizza
Cheese, tomato sauce,
cooked ham, mushrooms

g 340

Wurstel and chips Pizza
Cheese, tomato sauce,
wurstel, chips

g 370
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All our pizzas
can be packed in box or film
with multi languages labels

Mushrooms Pizza
Cheese, tomato sauce,
mushrooms

g 330

Ham Pizza
Cheese, tomato sauce,
cooked ham

g 365

Four cheese Pizza
Mozzarella, Edamer,
blue cheese, cheddar
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g 315

Vegetable Pizza
Cheese, tomato sauce,
mixed vegetable

g 370

Tris classico

Capricciosa, vegetable, margherita
g 1.000

3 pizze 3 gusti

Pepperoni, vegetable, onion and tuna
g 1.000
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Pizza Pala Ortolana
Cheese, tomato sauce,
mixed vegetables

g 260

Pizza Pala Margherita
Mozzarella, tomato sauce

g 260

Pizza Pala Boscaiola
Cheese, mushrooms

g 260

Pizza Margherita Biologica

Pizza Margherita Vegana

Organic mozzarella,
organic tomato sauce

Vegan cheese, tomato sauce
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g 340

g 320

All our pizzas
can be packed in box or film
with multi languages labels

Pizza Caprese
Mozzarella, tomato sauce
cherry tomatoes, oregano

g 360

Tuna and onion Pizza
Tuna fish, cheese

g 350

tomato sauce, onion

Pizza Bolognese
Cheese, tomato sauce, beef

g 360
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International tastes
Buffalo Mozzarella Pizza
Buffalo mozzarella, tomato sauce,
cherry tomatoes

g 380

Pizza Hawaii
Cheese, tomato sauce,
pineapple, ham

g 350

Pizza Kebab
Cheese, kebab, tomato sauce, g 360
vegetable, onion
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Sandwiches
Inferno

g 190

Paradiso

g 190

Panini baguette, spicy salami,
smocked cheese, tabasco sauce

Panini baguette, cooked ham,
artichokes sauce

Mare

Rustico

g 190

g 180

Panini baguette with tuna fish,
cheese, onion

Rustic multigrain, chicken,
pesto, cherry tomatoes

Flat Bread Salami

Flat Bread Gold

g 180

Pizza dough with spicy salami
and smocked cheese

Flat Bread Chicken

g 160

Pizza dough with smocked ham,
cheese and mayonnaise

g 180

Pizza dough with hot and
spicy chicken, mozzarella, pesto

Toast

g 150

Ham and cheese
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Snack
Focaccia Rustica

g 360

Stuffed focaccia, ham, cheese

Calzone rustico

g 220

Ham and mozzarella cheese

Pizzicotto rustico

g 200

Ham and mozzarella cheese

Barchetta pizzaiola
Calzone sauro

Tomato and mozzarella cheese
g 220

Ham and mozzarella cheese

Pizza wrap
- Tomato and cheese
- Ham and cheese
- Chicken and cheese
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g 380

Walking pizza

g 140

Tomato and mozzarella cheese

g 150

NUOVA FOOD ITALIA s.r.l.
Via Don Facibeni, 60 - 59100 PRATO - ITALY
Tel. 0039 0574 66431 Fax 0039 0574 663212
info@fooditalia.com - www.fooditalia.com
BRC British Retail Consortium
FDA Autorizzazione all’esportazione di prodotti negli USA
SA 8000-2014 - Sistema di responsabilità sociale
BIO - CE 834/07 e CE 889/08 per la produzione di alimenti biologici
Certificazione IFS Food - Higher Level
Certificazione ISO 22005:2008 tracciabilità Filiera Agroalimentare

